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Abstract
Autoregressive neural network models have been used successfully for sequence
generation, feature extraction, and hypothesis scoring. This paper presents yet
another use for these models: allocating more computation to more difficult inputs.
In our model, an autoregressive model is used both to extract features and to predict
observations in a stream of input observations. The surprisal of the input, measured
as the negative log-likelihood of the current observation according to the autore-
gressive model, is used as a measure of input difficulty. This in turn determines
whether a small, fast network, or a big, slow network, is used. Experiments on
two speech recognition tasks show that our model can match the performance of a
baseline in which the big network is always used with 15% fewer FLOPs.
1 Introduction
In “Thinking, Fast and Slow”, Daniel Kahneman hypothesizes that human cognition operates in
one of two modes: “System 1” cognition, which is fast, automatic, and effortless, and “System 2”
cognition, which is slow, deliberate, and effortful [1, 2]. What determines whether System 1 or
System 2 is active at a given time is roughly the current level of cognitive ease: most of the time
System 1 dominates, and only when something breaks down and the environment becomes difficult
to predict or control does System 2 activate. An example of experimental support for this hypothesis,
or at least for the weaker hypothesis that environmental surprisal controls cognitive effort in some
way, can be found in studies of reading time: words that are surprising (in the sense that a statistical
language model assigns lower probability to them), as well as the words that follow, require more
time for human subjects to read, suggesting that more effort is being used [3, 4, 5].
In contrast to human cognition, the deep neural networks used in artificial intelligence typically do
not perform any less computation for any input: the model always multiplies the input by the same
sequence of weight matrices to compute an output, no matter how difficult or easy the input may be.
This seems like a waste of energy. As neural networks have gotten bigger [6, 7] and more expensive
to run [8, 9], it has become more pressing to find ways to address this waste. The question this paper
asks is: can we emulate human cognition to improve the computational efficiency of neural networks?
To try to answer this question, we present a simple model of conditional computation for neural
networks that mirrors the System 1/System 2 division of labor. The model is depicted in Figure 1. An
autoregressive neural network model is used to process a stream of input observations, both to extract
features and to predict the next observation. A small, fast network, loosely analogous to System 1,
runs most of the time, minimizing the amount of computation that must be performed on average, and
a big, slow network, loosely1 analogous to System 2, runs only when the autoregressive component
is unable to accurately predict the current input.
1Here we are not considering more “logical” operations, like sequential reasoning and symbol manipulation;
rather, we are focusing on the aspects of this model relevant to the control of computational resources.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system. Here the autoregressive component of the model
(blue) is depicted as an RNN.
In addition to resembling certain theories about human cognition, our model can be thought of
as taking advantage of the “low-density separation” assumption of semi-supervised learning [10,
p.7]: namely, that the optimal decision boundary for a classifier lies in a low-density region of the
input space. The autoregressive model in our setup explicitly detects when the input is in such a
region. Under the low-density separation assumption, the less surprising the input is, the farther
away the input is from the complex decision boundary defined by the big network. Hence, it may be
expected that less error will be incurred when approximating that decision boundary using the small
network—though for now, we have no formal proof of how good this approximation might be.
In our experiments, we observe an improved tradeoff between computation and accuracy using our
model: it can perform as well as or even better than models that always use the big network at lower
cost. The improvement is consistent over a variety of hyperparameter settings for two datasets, which
gives strong evidence that surprisal is a useful inductive bias for conditional computation. Another
interesting contribution this paper makes is that while other work has used autoregressive models
either as pre-trained feature extractors or for predicting future observations, our work seems to be the
first to show that it is possible and worthwhile to use them for both functions at the same time.
2 Related Work
Conditional computation In conditional computation, only a fraction of a model’s parameters are
used to process any given input. Some machine learning algorithms, like decision trees, natively
support conditional computation, but neural networks do not. In the last few years, researchers have
begun thinking more about how to incorporate conditional computation into neural networks [11, 12].
Perhaps the two most commonly used approaches to conditional computation with neural networks
are the early exiting and score margin techniques. In early exiting, a classifier is attached to an
intermediate layer of a network and trained to determine whether stopping at that layer will result
in a misclassification; if a misclassification is not predicted, subsequent layers are not computed
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In the score margin approach, a small model is used to compute scores for each
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class in a classification problem; if the margin between the largest score and the second largest score
is below a certain threshold, then a bigger model is used [18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
In other approaches, the model itself learns when to use its various components. This often takes
the form of a mixture-of-experts [23, 24], in which a learned controller is used to select the experts
relevant for a given input [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], possibly hierarchically [31, 32, 33, 34]. The
binary decision of selecting or not selecting an expert is not differentiable, so it is not possible to
perform standard backpropagation in a mixture-of-experts. Instead, these approaches treat the expert
selection as a policy, and use reinforcement learning to train the policy. To avoid the difficulties
of reinforcement learning, often a soft approximation to the hard selection decision is used during
training [11, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].
The model we propose strikes a balance between the more “innate” and the more “learned” approaches
to conditional computation. It is hard-wired to use surprisal to determine when to use the bigger
network, but this measure of surprisal is learned in an unsupervised way. Unlike more innate
approaches, our model makes few assumptions about the nature of the problem or domain: only that
it is sensible to express the input as a sequence of observations, which is true of many data modalities,
like audio, text, and video. Unlike more learned approaches, our model is more suitable for scenarios
where there is very limited labeled training data (as long as there is sufficient unlabeled data available
to train the autoregressive model).
Surprisal-based models and autoregressive models Surprisal is a useful notion for many tasks,
such as anomaly detection [43] and comparing the difficulty of modeling different languages [44].
Using surprisal as an input feature in a neural network model has been explored in the past: for
instance, in [45], He He et al. generate puns using a model with surprisal-based features. [46] uses
prediction error as an input to the model, though not for the purposes of conditional computation. In
[47, 48], surprisal is used to determine whether to apply zoneout to units in LSTMs.
Autoregressive neural network models have not only been used to predict future observations or
as generative models; they have also been used more recently with great success as unsupervised
pre-trained feature extractors [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. This seems to work well because accurately
predicting the future necessitates extracting informative features from the past [56, 57]. Hence, we
use the autoregressive model in our setup not only for measuring surprisal, but also to preprocess the
input, which amortizes the additional cost incurred by running the autoregressive model.
Other related ideas Our model is similar to certain techniques in data compression and signal
processing. In arithmetic coding, less effort is allocated to less surprising inputs, in the sense that
shorter bitstrings (less bandwidth) are assigned to more predictable symbols [58, 59]. In linear
predictive coding, a linear filter is used to predict the next sample of the input signal from previous
samples, and the filter coefficients and error signal are transmitted instead [60, 61, 62]. According
to the predictive coding hypothesis in neuroscience, human brains communicate information in a
similar way: not as the raw signals themselves but rather in the form of prediction error [63, 64].
The Neural Sequence Chunker model proposed in [65] is very similar to our model, in that the
prediction error of an autoregressive model is used to control a subsequent model; but in that work,
the subsequent model simply does not process predictable inputs at all, so as to reduce the input
sequence length, whereas here we assume that every input must result in a corresponding output,
which is often the case in sequence modeling. Another idea related to our model is the Expert
Gate [66], which uses the reconstruction error of a set of autoencoders to select an expert in a
mixture-of-experts to use. In [67], a reinforcement learning agent uses both a habitual controller
and a planning-based controller and arbitrates between them using state prediction error and reward
prediction error. Similarly, the Variational Bandwidth Bottleneck of [68] uses a notion of channel
capacity to determine whether to run an expensive model-based planner. Our model is somewhat
simpler and more broadly applicable than these approaches; it can be used outside of reinforcement
learning and makes no constraints on the exact nature of the big and small networks.
3 Model Architecture
Here we describe how our model works in more detail. Overall, the input to the model is a sequence
of observations (x1, x2, x3, . . .), and for each timestep t, the model produces an output yt.
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3.1 Autoregressive model
An autoregressive model expresses the joint distribution of a sequence p(x1, x2, x3, . . .) as the
product of the conditional distributions of the elements of the sequence given the previous elements:
p(x1, x2, x3, . . .) =
∏
t
p(xt|xt−1, xt−2, . . .), (1)
where p(xt|xt−1, xt−2, . . .) can be estimated using a neural network [69, 70, 71].
The surprisal of an observation is defined as the negative log-likelihood of that observation under the
distribution defined by the autoregressive model. For real-valued inputs, a reasonable choice for the
distribution is an isotropic Gaussian with variance 1, in which case surprisal is equivalent (minus a
constant term) to the squared error between the model’s prediction xˆt and the actual observation xt:
Surprisal(xt) = − log p(xt|xt−1, xt−2, . . .) ≈ 1
2
||xt − xˆt||22. (2)
We use a neural network encoder to compute a feature vector ht = f(xt, xt−1, . . .) and a linear
model to compute the prediction xˆt of the observation xt given the feature vector from the previous
timestep ht−1. In our experiments, we use RNNs to implement the encoder, but other causal neural
network layers, like causal convolutions [72] and masked self-attention [73], could be used as well.
Because the autoregressive model is unsupervised, it could be trained either using the input data
for the target task or on a larger source of unlabeled data in the same domain. For example, in our
experiments, we train conditional computation models on the small TIMIT dataset, but we train the
autoregressive part on the much larger LibriSpeech dataset.
It is natural to ask whether it is worthwhile to backpropagate through the entire model, including
the autoregressive model, when training on the downstream task [74]. In the experiments for this
paper, however, we simply keep the weights of the autoregressive model frozen. The reason is that if
its weights are trained along with the rest of the model, it may not remain autoregressive, in which
case it will not accurately compute surprisal. It should be possible to jointly train the entire model
for better performance by adding a term to the final loss function that encourages the autoregressive
model to remain autoregressive, but then this term would require its own regularization strength,
which would mean another hyperparameter to be tuned, adding further complexity and variability to
our experiments.
3.2 Controller
The controller uses the surprisal of the current observation xt to compute the probability of sampling
the big network pbig:
pbig = sigmoid(w · Surprisal(xt) + b), (3)
where w and b are scalars.
We may want the distribution of pbig to have a certain mean (to achieve a certain computational
budget) and variance (to ensure that both networks have the chance to be sampled for any given
input, instead of only greedily sampling one or the other). We can train the controller so that pbig has
a specified mean µ and variance σ2 by minimizing the following loss function with respect to the
controller parameters w and b:
Lcontroller = 1
2
(µˆ− µ)2 + 1
2
(σˆ2 − σ2)2, (4)
where µˆ and σˆ2 are the sample mean and variance of pbig. Alternately, one could specify a target
budget in terms of FLOPs, and set w and b so that the resulting expected amount of computation is
equal to this budget. Like the autoregressive encoder, training the controller can be done either using
the target dataset/environment or using a separate stream of unlabelled data.
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3.3 Big and small networks
We use simple fully-connected neural networks to implement the big and small networks. An
interesting aspect of the model is that if gradients are not backpropagated into the autoregressive
model, non-gradient-based learners like decision trees could easily be used here, similar to the way
that evolutionary algorithms are used in conjunction with neural world models in [53].
One caveat for the big and small networks is that it may not be straightforward to implement them
using stateful models. For example, if we were to use RNNs as the big and small networks, where
the state vector for the small RNN is not the same size as the state vector for the big RNN, it would
not be possible to switch between these networks without introducing some additional machinery.
A workaround that makes it easier to use stateful models is described in the next subsection. In the
future, it could be interesting to find ways to overcome this limitation, possibly using models like
Neural ODEs [75] that can maintain state across arbitrary timespans.
3.4 Pre-net and post-net
It is optionally possible to sandwich the conditional part of the model between a non-conditional
“pre-net” and “post-net”, as was done in the Sparsely Gated Mixture-of-Experts of [37]. In this case,
the output of the autoregressive model ht is instead fed to the pre-net, and the output yt is taken from
the post-net. This could be used to more easily add state, for example, since the pre-net and post-net
can be implemented using RNNs.
4 Experiments
There are a number of questions one might ask about our model. How much computation does it save?
Is surprisal actually a good heuristic for effort allocation? In other words, do we get better results
using surprisal-triggered sampling than if we were to learn a controller or to just sample the big or
small networks at random? Is our decision to use the features computed by the autoregressive model
instead of the original inputs justified? How robust are the results to the choice of hyperparameters?
We ran experiments to answer each of these questions.
4.1 Datasets
We use two small speech recognition datasets for our experiments2: TIMIT and Mini-LibriSpeech.
TIMIT [77] is a 3-hour dataset with hand-aligned phoneme labels. Mini-Librispeech3 is a 5-hour
subset of the 960-hour LibriSpeech dataset [78] with transcripts but no phoneme labels; we used the
Montreal Forced Aligner [79] to obtain label sequences from the transcripts.
4.2 Setup
The small network in these experiments is a fully connected leaky ReLU layer with 512 hidden
units. The big network is a fully connected layer with 2048 hidden units followed by another fully
connected layer with 512 hidden units. The pre-net is a bidirectional GRU [80] with 256 hidden
units in each direction and 50% dropout [81]. The post-net uses the same architecture as the pre-net,
followed by a fully connected layer with (n + 1) outputs, where n is the number of phonemes (39 for
TIMIT, 41 for Mini-LibriSpeech) and 1 is for the CTC “blank” symbol.
The autoregressive model has two unidirectional GRU layers with 512 hidden units and 50% dropout,
each followed by a fully connected layer with 512 hidden units. The inputs to the autoregressive
model are sequences of 80-dimensional filterbank frames extracted using a 25 ms Hamming window
every 10 ms from the 16,000 Hz audio signal. We skip every second frame [82], since this made our
experiments much faster to run at a small cost in accuracy. We train the autoregressive model with
maximum likelihood estimation on the full 960 hours of LibriSpeech.
The controller is trained for TIMIT to have mean 0.5 and variance 0.04 for pbig, which is the mean
and variance that result from a standard normal distribution for the input to the sigmoid. Having
2Our PyTorch [76] experiment code can be found online at https://github.com/lorenlugosch/
conditional-computation-using-surprisal.
3https://www.openslr.org/31/
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Table 1: Parameter counts for model used in main experiments.
Component Number of parameters
Autoregressive model 3.05M
Pre-net 1.18M
Small network 0.26M
Big network 2.10M
Post-net 1.20M
Controller 2
this distribution ensures that pbig does not saturate at 0 or 1 and the range in between 0 and 1 is
covered, so a given input observation is not always presented to only the big network or only the
small network. For Mini-LibriSpeech, we instead train the controller to have mean 0.65 for pbig to
bias it more towards using the big network, since its validation set has much lower surprisal. We use
one pass of SGD through the training set of the task of interest to train the controller.
The number of parameters (which for this architecture happens to translate exactly to the number
of FLOPs4 performed by the network for each input timestep) for each part of the model is shown
in Table 1. Each model is trained using CTC [83] for 50 epochs. The validation performance is
measured at the end of every epoch or every 5 epochs (we do this for Mini-LibriSpeech to speed up
our experiments, since decoding its validation set is much slower than training for one epoch). The
model checkpoint with the best validation phoneme error rate over the course of training is used for
the test set [84]. The test set is decoded using a beam search of width 10. Each model is trained with
5 random seeds, and we report the mean and standard deviation of results over the 5 trials.
4.3 Comparison with existing conditional models
We first compare our model with existing techniques for conditional computation. Early exiting is
not applicable here because our experiments use CTC models, not classifiers, so it is not possible
to implement the misclassification predictor; likewise, the score margin technique is not applicable
because there are more intermediate stages between the big and small networks and the softmax
output. We therefore compare with a simple baseline model that is identical in every respect, except
that a learned controller is used instead of using surprisal. The learned controller is a feedforward
gating network which takes as input ht and outputs st, a binary decision to select the big network or
small network. The network has a single hidden layer with 80 hidden units so that this controller is
roughly the same size as the linear model used in the autoregressive model to estimate xˆt (which is
80-dimensional) from ht−1. We use the straight-through estimator [11]: in other words, we treat the
threshold function used to compute st as the identity function during backpropagation so that the
controller receives a non-zero gradient. The overall loss function used for training this model is:
L = LCTC + λ ·
∑
t
(st − 0.5)2, (5)
where the second term encourages the model to use the big network roughly half of the time, and
λ = 0.001 (chosen using a grid search in {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001}).
The results of the experiment—the phoneme error rate (PER) and average FLOPs per input timestep
for the test set of TIMIT and Mini-LibriSpeech—are shown in Table 2. The learned controller and
the surprisal-based controller have similar performance; however, the surprisal-based model has
lower variance in PER and a lower cost in FLOPs for both datasets. The performance of the learned
controller model also seems to be sensitive to the more opaque hyperparameter λ: when λ is set to
0.0001 instead of 0.001, its PER and FLOPs for TIMIT increase to 23.97% and 6.99M, respectively
(see Appendix D). In contrast, the µ and σ2 target hyperparameters for the surprisal-based controller
are easy to interpret and do not need an expensive grid search to be set. This is an important
consideration because when training extremely large models—where conditional computation may
prove especially useful—there is often only enough budget for a small number of training runs [85].
4A FLOP can be defined in different ways. We use the convention that one multiply-accumulate = one FLOP.
(FLOP count does not always precisely correspond to an actual useful metric, like latency or power consumption,
but we leave more realistic evaluations like these for the future.)
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Table 2: Results for TIMIT and Mini-LibriSpeech. (For all tables, rows in grey are Pareto-optimal.)
TIMIT Mini-LibriSpeech
Model PER Avg. FLOPsper input PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
Random controller 20.52% ± 0.28% 6.63M 26.16% ± 0.35% 6.62M
Learned controller 19.91% ± 0.58% 6.63M 25.93% ± 0.32% 6.50M
Surprisal-based controller 20.00% ± 0.15% 6.41M 25.80% ± 0.10% 6.43M
Big network only 20.09% ± 0.24% 7.54M 25.69% ± 0.30% 7.54M
Table 3: Results of ablation study for TIMIT.
Autoregressive
features?
Surprisal-based
during training?
Surprisal-based
during testing? PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 7 22.81% ± 0.27% 2.91M
7 7 3 22.49% ± 0.28% 5.75M
7 3 7 22.73% ± 0.44% 2.91M
7 3 3 22.58% ± 0.05% 5.75M
3 7 7 20.52% ± 0.28% 6.63M
3 7 3 20.52% ± 0.17% 6.41M
3 3 7 20.28% ± 0.17% 6.63M
3 3 3 20.00% ± 0.15% 6.41M
Small network only 20.61% ± 0.24% 5.70M
Big network only 20.09% ± 0.24% 7.54M
4.4 Ablation study
Our model essentially makes three independent design choices: it uses features computed by the
autoregressive model instead of the original inputs, it samples the big network according to surprisal
(as opposed to just randomly with probability 0.5) during training, and it samples the big network
according to surprisal during testing. We trained models where each of these choices is ablated and
report the results, as well as the baseline results when just the small network or just the big network
is used. The results5 of the ablation study with TIMIT are shown in Table 3.
First, we find that across all experiments, using the features computed by the autoregressive model
results in significantly lower PER than using the original input features. This is perhaps not surprising,
but it does independently confirm the efficacy of filterbank-based autoregressive models as pre-trained
feature extractors for speech recently proposed in [54]. For this reason, we use the autoregressive
features in subsequent experiments and when using the big network only or the small network only
(the last two rows of Tables 3 and 4).
Next, we find that surprisal-based sampling yields Pareto-optimal results, with performance closer
to or even slightly outperforming the models that only use the big network compared to the models
that do not use surprisal. Similar results are obtained for Mini-LibriSpeech (Table 4) and when using
other neural network architectures (Appendix A). Also, if only the models not using autoregressive
features are considered (the first four rows of Table 3), the model with surprisal-based sampling
during both training and testing is still Pareto-optimal.
Fig. 2 shows the validation PER of models with and without surprisal-based sampling at test time
over the course of training: the models with surprisal-based sampling during training and testing
consistently outperform those without over time, despite making slightly less use of the big model
(due to the discrepancy between the surprisal levels for the training set and for the test set).
5Note that the FLOP counts are lower for the models that do not use autoregressive features because the
input-to-hidden weight matrices in the pre-net have input dimension 80 (the dimension of the filterbank features)
instead of 512 (the dimension of the autoregressive features). Also, the FLOP counts for the first and third rows
are lower by 3.05M because for them the autoregressive model does not need to be run at all during test time.
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Table 4: Results of ablation study for Mini-LibriSpeech.
Surprisal-based
during training?
Surprisal-based
during testing? PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 26.16% ± 0.35% 6.62M
7 3 26.04% ± 0.26% 6.43M
3 7 26.44% ± 0.06% 6.62M
3 3 25.80% ± 0.10% 6.43M
Small network only 26.31% ± 0.33% 5.70M
Big network only 25.69% ± 0.30% 7.54M
10 20 30 40 50
18
20
22
24
26
Epoch
PE
R
surprisal (train) 7; surprisal (test) 7
surprisal (train) 3; surprisal (test) 3
(a) Validation PER for TIMIT.
20 30 40
26
28
30
32
Epoch
PE
R
surprisal (train) 7; surprisal (test) 7
surprisal (train) 3; surprisal (test) 3
(b) Validation PER for Mini-LibriSpeech.
Figure 2: Validation PER over the course of training for models with and without surprisal. Similar
curves are obtained with a mismatch between train and test (not shown here for clarity of presentation).
Whether it is crucial that surprisal is used during training is less clear. When surprisal is not used
during training, the models that use it during testing do perform slightly better than those that do
not for Mini-LibriSpeech (PER of 26.16% vs. 26.04%) and TIMIT when not using autoregressive
features (22.81% vs. 22.49%), but not for TIMIT when using autoregressive features (both 20.52%).
Appendix B further explores the effect of a mismatch between train time and test time.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that it is possible to use the surprisal of an autoregressive model to determine whether
to use a big neural network or a small neural network for processing a stream of inputs, using the big
network only for more difficult inputs and thereby reducing overall computation—in one instance
reducing FLOP count by 15% at no cost in accuracy. We also find that while a baseline with a
learned controller can achieve similar results, our model has lower variance and is less sensitive to
hyperparameters. This suggests that the simple inductive bias of surprisal may make it easier to train
much larger conditional models, where rounds of hyperparameter tuning are more expensive.
To return to the analogy with human cognition given in the introduction, a valid criticism of our
model is that it does not take into account the expected reward resulting from using more cognitive
effort. Given a difficult task, a human decision maker might give more thought to the task if there
is a big enough potential reward but might also decide not to waste energy if the reward is small
[86]. In this work, we have effectively assumed a uniform potential benefit for using the big network,
which turned out to be a reasonable assumption for the tasks we considered; in the future, we hope
to compare our technique with a more data-driven evaluation of costs and benefits in a complete
reinforcement learning setup. Also, here we have only run experiments in which there is single task
to be performed; another interesting setting to study might be multi-tasking, in which an agent must
allocate a limited computational budget among various tasks simultaneously [87].
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Broader Impact
The ethical and societal implications of this work are the same as for any work that deals with the
efficiency of neural networks: if neural networks are made more data- and compute-efficient, they
become easier to deploy in applications that can have a negative impact on society, like surveillance,
though the same can be said for applications with a positive impact. As far as we are aware, there is
no additional social dimension to our work that needs to be considered more carefully.
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Appendix A: Effect of varying hyperparameters
We re-ran the ablation experiment on TIMIT using three other neural architectures different from
the one used in our main experiments, listed here in more concise PyTorch-like notation. For these
models, the controller trained to have mean 0.65 for pbig , instead of 0.5. The results show that using
surprisal for effort allocation at test time improves PER across different hyperparameter settings, and
that the pre-net, post-net, and recurrent layers are not essential for the idea to work. Using different
hyperparameters for the autoregressive model would also be worthwhile to explore, but as training it
is time-consuming, we have restricted the autoregressive model to a single configuration.
Table 5: Model 1 results for TIMIT.
Surprisal-based
during training?
Surprisal-based
during testing? PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 26.94% ± 0.48% 6.52M
7 3 26.89% ± 0.20% 6.49M
3 7 28.86% ± 0.31% 6.52M
3 3 27.51% ± 0.39% 6.49M
Small network only 27.72% ± 0.53% 5.96M
Big network only 26.75% ± 0.13% 7.07M
Model 1:
Pre-net:
Conv1D(length 11,
512 filters)
LeakyReLU(0.125)
Small network:
Linear(512, 40)
LogSoftmax()
Big network:
Linear(512, 2048)
LeakyReLU(0.125)
Linear(2048, 40)
LogSoftmax()
Post-net: (none)
Table 6: Model 2 results for TIMIT.
Surprisal-based
during training?
Surprisal-based
during testing? PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 26.76% ± 0.11% 6.52M
7 3 26.30% ± 0.36% 6.49M
3 7 28.16% ± 0.27% 6.52M
3 3 26.54% ± 0.32% 6.49M
Small network only 27.60% ± 0.60% 5.96M
Big network only 25.91% ± 0.41% 7.07M
Model 2:
Model 2 is the same as Model
1, except we add Dropout(0.5)
to the end of the pre-net. (We
found that the variants of Model 1
trained with surprisal easily over-
fit, which we believe happens be-
cause it is easier for the big and
small networks to model either
only surprising inputs or only un-
surprising inputs separately than
a mixture of both types.)
Model 3:
Pre-net: (none)
Table 7: Model 3 results for TIMIT.
Surprisal-based
during training?
Surprisal-based
during testing? PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 32.30% ± 0.66% 4.62M
7 3 31.14% ± 0.54% 4.54M
3 7 34.07% ± 0.58% 4.62M
3 3 30.37% ± 0.31% 4.54M
Small network only 35.47% ± 0.68% 3.28M
Big network only 28.04% ± 0.55% 5.96M
Small network:
Dropout(0.5),
Conv1D(length 11,
40 filters)
LogSoftmax()
Big network:
Dropout(0.5),
Conv1D(length 11,
512 filters)
LeakyReLU(0.125)
Linear(512, 40)
LogSoftmax()
Post-net: (none)
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Appendix B: Effect of varying controller bias
To investigate the effect of a mismatch between train time and test time further, we ran an experiment
with Mini-LibriSpeech in which the bias parameter of the controller of models trained with surprisal
is gradually increased from (average bias value learned when training the controller) to (that value +
4) in uniform increments. This increases the probability of using the big network from what it was
during training.
The resulting sweep of mean test PERs with standard deviations is shown in Figure 3. Using the big
network more does decrease PER up to a point, but when the bias is increased to the point where the
big network is always sampled, the conditional model does not attain the same PER as the model that
only ever uses the big network during training and testing. In fact, PER begins to increase, which
may be because the big network is exposed to a distribution of more unsurprising inputs than it was
shown during training.
In general, though, always using the big network may not be expected to yield the best performance;
using both the big and small networks at different times may have an ensemble effect, which may
explain how the conditional models in our main experiments were able to slightly outperform the
model using only the big network for TIMIT.
−1 0 1 2 325.6
25.7
25.8
25.9
26
Controller bias
PE
R
Big network only
Figure 3: Test PER for Mini-LibriSpeech when increasing the controller bias.
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Appendix C: Effect of deterministic execution
In our main experiments, the big network is selected stochastically with probability pbig, rather
than deterministically when pbig is greater than 0.5. This makes the comparison with randomized
controllers in the ablation study more appropriate and removes the possibility of certain unlucky edge
cases—for example, if pbig is just barely less than 0.5 for the entirety of an input sequence, the big
network would never be sampled in deterministic execution.
However, it is sometimes desirable for the execution of a model to be deterministic, e.g. to make
software testing easier and to obviate the need for random number generation when implementing
the model in on a resource-limited device. We therefore also report the test results when the big
network is selected deterministically in Tables 8 and 9. It appears that when training stochastically,
deterministic execution at test time causes a small increase in PER, though this is not reflected in the
test loss. Also, it appears crucial to train stochastically, as otherwise overfitting occurs more easily,
possibly because the big and small networks always see the same input observations.
Table 8: Results comparing deterministic and stochastic execution for Mini-LibriSpeech.
Stochastic
during training?
Stochastic
during testing? Train loss Test loss Test PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 69.96 ± 0.41 62.80 ± 0.76 26.45% ± 0.23% 6.43M
7 3 69.72 ± 0.43 63.69 ± 0.36 26.48% ± 0.14% 6.43M
3 7 73.76 ± 0.31 62.15 ± 0.60 25.98% ± 0.26% 6.43M
3 3 74.30 ± 0.52 62.18 ± 0.64 25.80% ± 0.10% 6.43M
Table 9: Results comparing deterministic and stochastic execution for TIMIT.
Stochastic
during training?
Stochastic
during testing? Train loss Test loss Test PER
Avg. FLOPs
per input
7 7 16.19 ± 0.14 24.61 ± 0.52 21.00% ± 0.19% 6.41M
7 3 16.21 ± 0.08 25.11 ± 0.24 20.81% ± 0.24% 6.41M
3 7 17.58 ± 0.20 23.88 ± 0.31 20.08% ± 0.22% 6.41M
3 3 17.55 ± 0.26 24.04 ± 0.22 20.00% ± 0.15% 6.41M
(It is possible to train a model either stochastically or deterministically, and then test it both stochas-
tically and deterministically, thus avoiding redundant training runs. The train loss is only different
between the first and second rows and between the third and fourth rows because it did not occur to
us at the time of this experiment to implement this optimization.)
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Appendix D: More detail on the learned controller baseline
When comparing the performance of surprisal-based controllers with learned controllers in Section
4.3, we noted that the learned controllers’ performance is sensitive to the hyperparameter λ used in
the loss function. This observation is illustrated for Mini-LibriSpeech in Figure 4.
Of course, this result should be taken with a grain of salt: the space of possible models for imple-
menting the learned controller is vast, and there may be others that are more robust. Still, the fact that
a gating network using the straight-through estimator—the simplest and best-performing approach to
learned conditional computation considered in [11]—behaves this way suggests that other learned
conditional computation methods, such as those based on reinforcement learning, may encounter
similar difficulties.
10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1
25
30
35
λ
PE
R
Random controller
Surprisal-based controller
Figure 4: Test PER for Mini-LibriSpeech for models with a learned controller as a function of λ.
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